
PRODUCT INFORMATION

POPULAR APPLICATIONS

Want the thickest, clearest, most resilient gloss and matte vinyl laminate on the Market?  
Buy Pro-Shield™. Pro-Shield is available in two finishes: high gloss and matte. Pro-Shield 
laminate is hard, and impact resistant. How do we know? Because MotoCross riders use it to cover 
their number plates, right where their boots rub against it. 

Pro-Shield is crystal clear high gloss vinyl, and it’s extremely durable. It’s hard to rip and hard 
to damage. Pro-Shield has an adhesive that likes vinyl better than most anything else. That means 
when you laminate to your vinyl print, it stays there, and doesn’t come apart.

Don’t limit Pro-Shield to the sport markets. Anywhere a tough crystal clear covering is needed, this 
is the laminate of choice, the laminate of quality. Pro-Shield is semi-rigid, but becomes more flexible 
with the aid of a heat gun for more challenging applications. Available in sizes from 12” to 60” wide, 
help your graphics endure with Pro-Shield.

To learn more about Pro-Shield Laminates, scan the QR code below. To order Pro-Shield and other 
GMS Media, visit our website at www.ShopGMS.com or call us at 800.232.8018.

Powersports Equipment Manufacturing Equipment Labels Scan here!

847.582.9276 | 800.232.8018 | fax: 888.232.8019
info@graphicms.com  |  www.ShopGMS.com



PRODUCT CHARACTERISTIC SHEET

PS12XX50C (part no. where “XX” stands for the width of the roll.)
PRO-SHIELD12™ mil.

Disclaimer:
All of the descriptive information listed above is our recommendation only.  This information does not suggest or constitute a written or verbal warranty or guaranty of any kind by the manufacturer or distributor 
of this product.  Although this material can be printed on with some solvent based printers, the surface characteristics of the material can change from roll to roll, and failure of optimal printing results are not a 
basis for returning the product.  Purchasers of this product shall be responsible for independently determining the suitability of the material for the intended application. GMS0717  Graphic Marking Systems

USE A 45º blade or  60º BLADE on any combination of material 8 mil or thicker.
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Tack (gm/sq cm)

ASTM D 3654 Method A a. 1 hrl dwell
b. 1 sq. in. surface 

10Expected Shear                                             
Room Temp (hours)

c. 4 lb. load
300

On curved surfaces such as helmets, apply by rubbing from the center out. Convex® brand base materials are recommended In
combination with PRO-SHIELD™. Apply with cold laminator or by hand. When Convex® Laminate is separated from the liner it is
unsupported and can stretch during the laminating process. If there is too much reverse tension applied on the supply roll it will
stretch and curl up immediately when it is cut. Laminate with a cold pressure sensitive laminator or by hand.

If you have the Gerber enVision 375 Plotter/Cutter, determine the Force by performing test cuts. Or go to Plotter settings “F7” and set the Speed to 50, 
Acceleration to 50, Sharp Corners to 80 or higher, and Force to 75% or more depending on the age of your blade. A 45 or
60 degree blade is recommended for all cutters cutting this material. Depending on the base material, It may be necessary to make double cuts by “cutting and 
pasting back” the cut lines in your design program. If you do not have enVision series Gerber cutter, you will have to determine the settings by test cutting the 
material. If you are using Mac Imprint™, please perform test cuts.

Recommended
Application
Techniques:

RIP Software Settings:

Test Method 

UV is 2 years
2 years stored at 70 F & 50%RH
(-40º F to 176º F)
50º F

ASTM D 2979

Tests performed | results:

Adhesive Properties:
1.5 mils. of permanent acrylic pressure sensitive
adhesive works for most smooth surfaces.

12-mil vinyl with 1.5 mil.

General Description: Flexible heavy duty clear vinyl with clear permanent acrylic adhesive. Different combinations of base materials and PRO-SHIELD™ 
can be used to achieve a variety of decal thicknesses and prices.

Thickness:

Made in the USA!

Shelf Life:
Outdoor Life:

Service Temperature Range:
Minimum Application Temp.:

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING!
Material:

Part Nos:


